West Hunsbury, Northampton
The addition of this stylish and practical domestic platform lift, to a
property in West Hunsbury, Northampton has ensured its residents
have full and easy access to the garage and lower level storage area
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within their beautiful modern home, without the need to worry about
the use of a steep staircase down to the lower floor.
Working directly alongside the building company Connect Property
Maintenance (CPM), Landmark Lifts was contracted to supply and
install a high quality, platform lift that would ﬁt within the space
created by removing the staircase. After careful consideration of the
plans they recommended and installed an Aritco 4000 platform lift
with an 805 x 880 mm length platform, to best suit the requirements
of the family. The bespoke lift design, with glass panels was
speciﬁcally chosen to ﬁt in with the style and decor of the property.

Installation:

Project Scope
1

The steep staircase was removed by
the building contractor to make space
for the installation of a domestic
platform lift
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The staircase was removed and the
lift shaft was built to overcome the
issue of insufficient head room for
the chosen model
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2

Introduction of the domestic platform
lift was to allow easy access down to
the storage area and garage on the
lower floor
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3

The Aritco 4000 platform lift was
specified by Landmark Lifts to meet
the project requirements for the
domestic installation
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4

On-site building work exposed the
lower level ceiling so a hole could be
cut out to allow construction of the
platform lift shaft
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The solution was to slightly lower
the floor in front of the lift rather than
the costly option of raising the ceiling
above the shaft

The Aritco 4000 installation begins
with the electric supply being wired
in and full testing and commissioning
of the lift completed

Additional vinyl flooring was ordered
via a UK stockist allowing the new
flooring on the ground level to match
the flooring in the lift
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Conclusion
“Landmark Lifts is a good company to deal with, very
helpful. Mandy made sure that the lift would be exactly
right for us. It only took just over 2 days to install, with
the minimum of fuss, and we are very pleased.”
Mr & Mrs G, West Hunsbury, Northampton

The final domestic platform lift
installation in the lower storage area
of the residence at hand over by
Landmark Lifts and Builders CPM

The fully commissioned Aritco 4000
domestic platform lift installation in
the kitchen on the ground floor of
the residence

Aesthetics
The Aritco 4000 platform lift can be customised with
a choice of different colours, floorings and lighting
options. Aritco provided details of the exact flooring
used so identical vinyl could be purchased from a UK
stockist allowing the new flooring on the ground level
of the residence to be matched to the flooring inside
the platform lift.

Contact
Please contact us for a free quotation or more
information about our wide range of lifts.

+44 (0)1604 671007 info@landmarklifts.co.uk
www.landmarklifts.co.uk

